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In today's world many small companies find themselves having a need for more bandwidth than they can conveniently or
inexpensively at their location. Maintaining a full data center can be extremely expensive when you also figure in backup
power, Air Conditioning and even simple rack space. Our facilities are based in San Francisco, CA and expanding all the
time. The building is earthquake retro-fitted and has enough backup power to run for an entire month without refueling.
Located in an infrastructure building means that our network is in the same building as the actual lines that feed the
Internet. How it works is very simple. You tell us the amount of space you need for equipment and how much
bandwidth. Send us your equipment and we set it up in our cabinets. We don't charge setup fees so the only thing you
pay is your first month's service. We supply remote hands if needed for reboots at no charge. Trained staff is available
to handle any hardware, software, or networking issue you may encounter while using our services. Our pricing is
competitive and when you consider the type of facilities we are operating compared to other Co-location facilities, you'll
find that the hands on approach we take is quite a refreshing change from today's norm with IT outsourcing.
Bandwidth per month Monthly RateRack Space per month Monthly Rate
Up to 10 Megabit
$100 per Mbps2U
$50Up to 20 Megabits
$90 per Mbps5U
$100Up to 30 Megabits
$80 per Mbps11U (¼ Cabinet)
$195Up to 40 Megabits
$70 per Mbps22U (½ Cabinet)
$275Up to 50 Megabits
$60 per Mbps32U (¾ Cabinet)
$535 42U (Full Cabinet) $720
We will even help you design your layout for optimum performance and redundancy. We are here to help you succeed,
let's face it when you succeed, so do we!
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